Twel ve month s' observations of the scintillations of Ca s iopeia A made with a s weptfr equency interferometer operating in the fr equency range 7.6 to 41 Mc!s are examin ed statistically. The scintillations, which commonly have bandw idths of 2:1 and larger, arc occasionally associated with apparent shifts in the pos ition of the so urce. Two types of position shift patterns are observed. These are mirror images of each other and occm durin g different periods of sidereal time. The broadband scin t illations also occasionally ex hibit dispersion. This effect is most marked before 0900 homs local s idereal t im e and after 0200 hours local time. The overall occurrence pictme of the broadband scintillatio ns is much as reported by other workers for sc intillations obser ved at discrete frequencies. Broadband cintillation occurrence is found to correlate pos itively wit h the occurrence of spread-F . The focus frequency of those sc int illations which exhibit pos ition shifts is found to d epend , in a s imple way, on the parameters of the associated spread-F con fi guration. Increasin g magnetic activity, which has li ttle eff ect on the occml "ence of the scintillations, is found to be associated with a d eCt·ease in the quasi-period of groups of scintillations. The interpretation of these observations will appear in part II of t he series.
Introduction
Throughout the last decade much has been learned of the nature of ionospheric irregularities by m eans of radio astronomical studies of the upper atrnosphere [Booker, 1958; Aarons, 1963] . Both radio stars and satellites have been used as so urces of radio waves in these studies, the majority of which have been carried out at discrete frequencies. 1tIost of the observations have been interpreted in term s of ionization irregularities in the F-region, statistical methods based on the theory of diffraction at an irregular screen being used.
In 1956 Wild and l~oberts reported the first study of the dynamic spectra of radio-star scintillations in the frequency range 40 to 70 : Mc/s. They were forced to in terpret their results in terms of a mechanism other than diffraction at an irregular screen. They suggested that many features of their observations could only be explained in terms of the ionospheric irregularities behaving as large lenses and/or prisms refracting the incominp; radio waves in an irregular manner. This suggestion has been taken up recently by Warwick [1964] , in order to explain some features of the broadband scintillations observed with the Boulder spectrointerferometer. The purpose of part I of this communication is to display the whole range of scintillation phenomena observed within the 7.6 to 41 Mc/s frequency range of the Bould er spectrointerferometer and to discuss some of the statistical properties of the different phenomena. Part II will investigate the extent to which the refractive properties of ionospheric irregularities can be invoked to explain these observations. tOn sabbatical leave from t he Physics Department, University of Queensland, Australia.
Description of the Observations
The observations of Cassiopeia A described here were made \\Tith a spectrographic interferometer operating within the frequency range 7.6 to 41 Mc/s at Boulder, Colo. (40.1 ° N, 105.3° W). Observations of the Sun and the planet Jupiter with this instrument h ave been described elsewhere [Boischot et aI., 1960; Warwick, 1961 and while a description of the swept-frequency receiver used is in press [Lee and Warwick, 1964] . The facsimile method of recording allows the frequency and tilL1e structure of the interferometer frin ges excited by the emissions of Cassiopeia A to be displayed on a frequency-time plot. The smoothly changing position of the source associated with its diurnal motion produces, in the presence of an undisturbed ionosphere, a regular drift of the fringes across the frequency scale as time proceeds. When the ionosphere is disturbed this smooth pattern is punctuated with apparent shifts in the position of the source and/or variations in the intensity of the source. These are the scintillations which will be discussed here.
Broadband Nature of the Scintillations
The most striking feature of the scintill ations observed by the spectrointerferometer is their broad bandwidth. The spectrograph in the middle of figure 1 illustrates this . Most of the scintillations on this figure have bandwidths of 2:1 while that at 0508 UT has a bandwidth of nearly 3: 1. While scintillations with bandwidths of 2:1 to 3:1 are common, it is very rarely that scintillations with bandwidths of more than 4: 1 ar e encountered. This feature, first noted by Wild and Roberts [1956] and subsequently by ' Warwick [1964] would seem to be in contradiction with comparisons of scintillations made simultaneously at two or more fixed frequencies [Bolton and Stanley, 1948; Smith, 1950 ; Burrows and Little, 1952; Chivers, 1960] which suggest that correlation over frequency ran ges as high as 2: 1 are unlikely. Detailed examination of figure 1, however , shows that this is not necessarily the case. Figure 1 contains, besides the spectrograph, 36 and 18 M c/s fixed-frequency interferometer records of Cassiopeia A made at Boulder. The time scales of the records have b een adjusted in the reproduction so that they are in synchronism. It will be noted that of the scintillations detected b? the fixed-frequency equipments only those of large ampli tude are obvious on the spectrograph. This is partly due to a lack of contrast on the part of the sm aller flu ctuations and partly due to a lack of frequency integration. Thus while numerous scintillations with 2:1 bandwidths appear on the spectrograph in the 20 to 40 Mc/s range, the fixed-frequency records at 18 Mc/s and 36 Mc/s do no t show high correlation. The broadband sci.ntillations are found to be centered anywhere within the frequency range 7.6 to 41 Mc/s. The examples shown in figure 1 happen to be centered about 30 ::\1c/s. In figure 2a on the other hand, the central frequency of the scintillations is of the order of 15 M c/s. Figure 2b shows a period in which the broadband scintillations are sometimes on a low frequency (about 15 Mc/s) and sometimes on a higher frequency (about 28 Mc/s).
Quite often the possibility of observing scintillations in the lower octaves is precluded by interference from communication stations. In the two examples of figure 2, the maximum usable frequency of the section of the ionosphere bei.ng examined and the communication station d ensity in the appropriate part of the earth's surface are such that the interference is limited to frequencies below about 10 Mc/s (referred to as the MUFE) and scintillations only above this frequency are readily observable. On many occasions, however, the }\i[UFE is of the order of 20 M c/s and consequently it is not possible to obtain realistic figures on the relative occurrence of the central frequency of the broadband scintillations within the frequency range of the spectrointerIerorneter. This point will be discussed further in section 3.4.
Position Shifts
The spectrointerferometer, besides b eing able to detect scintillations as changes in amplitUde, is also capable of detecting any shifts in the apparent position of the source associated with the scintillations. Such position shifts give rise to frin ge slopes within the duration of a scintillation which differ from those immediately before and after the scintillation.
Many of the broadband scintillations observed show no measurable shift in position. Scintilla tions with this characteristic are referred to as N type scintillations in what follows . A schematic representation of this type of scintillation is shown in figure 3a while several of these scintillations (labeled A) are sho' wn in the spectrograms reproduced in figure 4. The scintillations which exhibit position shifts fal.l into two main categories, the pattern of fringe shIfts for one category being the mirror image of tha.t for the other. In the first of these categories, deslg nated CB[[, thc higb-frcquency {rin o·es at the begi?-ning of the scintillation, each jump bsh~rply to a slIghtly higiler frequency tball that dicta,ted by the source's diurnal motioJl. TJ1is initial iocrcase in .frequency for each fringc order is followed by a umform deer·ease in freq uen cy during the scin tillation until, at the end of the sci ntillation, the frequency for each order is lower than that required by the undisturbed direction of the source. At the lower frequencies the reverse pattern of change of frequency occurs for eacl1 order durin o· the scin tillation. At some intermediate frequen~y the fringe slope within the scintillation is the same as the normal slope associated with the diurnal motion of the source. This phenomenon is shown schematically in figure 3b , while examples of this category appear (labeled B) in figure 4. Scintillations confo~·ming. to a, pa,ttel'l1 of fringe shifts which is the mH·.ror lmage of the type CBH just described are deslgnated CAn. The CBn scintilla,tions invariably involve la,rger shifts in the apparent position of the source than CAn scintillations. Figure 3c is a schematic r~presentation of the CAH type of fringe pattern, wlllle actual examples (labeled C) are displayed in figure 4 .
The CBH and CAn scintillation categories, besides having the distinctive fringe patterns described above, also often display a dmation which is frequency dependent. As frequency is increased the scintillation narrows slightly in the horizontal (time) direction in the vicinity of the fringe slope changeover, increasing again at the higher frequencies. This effect is illustrated schematically in figures 3b and 3c and again in the cases labelf'd i3 and C in the spectrograph of figme 4.
While most scintillations whose fringe slopes depart from that expected in terms of the diurnal motion of the som ce exhibit the hin ge patterns described as CBH and CAn above, them are a, few in which the changeover in fringe slope at some intermediate frequency does not occur. These have been designated Sn or SA depending on whether the fringes within the scintillation commence below or above tbe frequency correspondi ng Lo Lhe diurnal moLion of the source for each fringe order. Examples of n (labeled D 1) and SA (hbeled D z) are to be found in figure 4. In variably t he e scintillation s extend to 41 Mcls or t he MUFE and gil'e every indication of continuing beyond the effective recording range. It is probable, tbere[ore, that t l1ey represent tbe low frequency or high frequency parLs of one oC t he more common CBn or CAll events in which t he changeover frequency is ouLside the obsOlTable range. The low frequency part of CBn or the high frequency part of CAlI would constitute the SA event, while the high frequency part of CBH on the low frequency part of CAlI woulcl be classified as Sn.
Dispersion
Most of the broadband scintillations displayed in the spectrograms of figures 1, 2, and 4 are normal to the time axis. That is, in each of these cases, the scintillation occurs at much the same time for all the frequencies involved. While this represents the usual behavior of the broadband scintillations, some scintillations do not conform to this picture. For these there is a progressive shift of the time of the scintillation as the frequency is changed. In this effect, which is strongly suggesti ve of dispersion, the high frequencies may precede the low frequencies or vice versa. The time-frequency relationship may be such that the scintillation takes the form of a uniform straight strip inclined to the time axis or there may be considerable curvature involved. The scintillations have been classified according to their dispersion as well as in terms of any position shifts they may reveal. The classification, which is self-explanatory, is as follows: NC-N IU -no curvature, no dispersion, uniform width; NC-TL/U-no curvature, sloping towards low frequencies as time progresses, uniform width; KC-TH/U-no curvature, sloping towards high frequencies as time progresses, uniform width'
CS-TdU -simple curvat~re, sloping towards low frequencies as time progresses, uniform width; CS-TH/U -simplE' curvature, sloping towards high frequencies as time progresses, uniform width.
On a few occasions the width of the scintillation is much larger at its high frequency end or its low frequency end than elsewhere. On these occasions the U in the above classification is replaced by LH (large at high frequencies) or LL (large at low frequencies) .
Some examples of these dispersi \Te effects are displayed in the spectrographs of figure 5. Those labeled A are examples of the NC-N IU classification, those labeled B of the CS-TL/U classification, those labeled C of the CS-T H/U classification, and those labeled D of the NC-TH/LL classification.
On a very few occasions the low frequency end of a scintillation may appear to split in two taking on a forked configuration. This effect has been described in detail by Warwick [1964] . Scintillations with this feature have been classified dispersion-wise under CC-F (curvature complex, forked). The scintillation labeled D 2 on figure 4a is an example of this effect.
Relative Occurrence of the Various Classifica tions
Twelve months records (April 1962 to ' March 1963 inclusive) have been examined so as to determine the relative occurrence of the various position shift and dispersion classifications described in section 2.2 and 2.3 . Each record was divided into half-hour periods of lo cal and local sidereal time. Depending on the nature of the scintillations observed, one or more of both the position shift and dispersion classifications were allotted to each of these periods. By making use of this method of counting, the relative occurrence of each of the effects was found. The results are tabulated in tables 1 and 2. Each of the percentages quoted is the percentage of the total number of half-hour periods in which scintillations with the feature in question were observed. Table 1 shows that the majority of scintillations are not associated with detectable shifts in the position of the source. Of those which exhibit position s bifts , the CBH variety is the most common, occurring about twice as frequently as CAH. The SB and SA types occur infreqnently. Table 2 r e\T eals that most scintillations are free from dispersion. vVh en dispersion does occm it results in the low frequencies being del aye d relative to the high about three times as often as the reverse effect. T able 2 also sh ows th at the great majority of scintillations are more or less uniform in duration across their bandwidth. The fork phenomenon is found to occm very infrequen tly.
TARLE 2. R elative OCC11rTence of the various dispersion classifications of scintillations
C lassi ncation SC-N /U NC-""/ LH I NC-N /LL Percentage 88.3 0.2 0. 1 Classificat ion NC-TL/U NC-TH /U ,,"C-T d Ll1 I NC-Tn/ Ln NC-TL/L L NC-TH /LL Percentage 5.7 1. 5 O. 9 0.3 0 0.4 Classificaiion CS-TL/U CS-TH /U CS-T L/Ln CS-T,.r/ LH CS-TL/L L CS-TH /LL Percentage 3.8 2.0 2. 0 1.3 O. G 0.8 Classification CC-1' Percentage 0. 6
Temporal Variations
As mentioned in section 2 the spectrointerferometer is used to observe the Sun and the planet Jupiter as well as Cassiopeia A. The outcome of the time sharing which results from this is that scintillation observations are not available for all local times nor for all sidereal times. The ranges of local times and sidereal times dming which Cassiopeia A was observed during the period 1 April 1962 to 31 March 1963 are shown in figmes 6a and 6b . The observations are limited to the night hours (1800 to 0600 hI' local solar time) and 6 hI' on ei ther side of the sOUTce's lower culmin ation. Fig ure 7a also shows that most of the obsenT ations were made in the months of November through May. Figures 6c, 6d , and 7b illustrate how the total occurrence of scintillations varies with local time, sidereal time and month of the year. The local time variation ( fig . 6c ) has a rather broad maximum centered on 0100 while figure 7b shows that there is little seasonal variation. Both these results are consistent with the findings of previous workers [e.g., Booker, 1958] . Figure 6d illustrates the rather interesting sidereal time variation. This shows some signs of b eing symmetrical about lower culmination . The distribution appears to peak some 2 to 3 hI' on either side of the lower culmination, there being a shallow minimum at the time of lower culmina tion. Figure 8 displays the local time and sidereal time variations of the three main p osition shift categories of scintillations viz, N, CB H , and CAu . It appears that while the t hree categories are gen erally equ ally likely at any lo cal time, CB H and CAn are markedly dep endent on sider eal time and N less so. The CBu and CAlf sidereal time variations are suggestive of some mechanism which ch anges from one state to another on the order of an hour after lower culmin ation. ~ 100 
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. H istogmms of the number of half-how' observing periods versus month of the year (a) and the percentage OCCUI'-l'ence of scintillations versus month of the year (b).
It is perhaps important to establish that the apparently complementary sidereal time variations of CBH and CAH type scintillations are real and independent of other factors, in particular, local time. Close examination of figures 8c and 8e suggests that the CBH and CAH variations are possibly complementary especially in the period 0200 to 0700 hr. This raises some element of doubt as to the reality of the sidereal time distributions (figs. 8d and 8g). Any such doubt can, however, be eliminated by an examination of figures 9 and 10. Here the occurrences of CBH ( fig. 9 ) and CAH ( fig. 10 ) have been plotted on local time versus sidereal time plots as full lines. The broken lines enclose the period in which observations were made. It is immediately obvious that independently of local time the CBH condition appears predominantly before 1200 hI' sidereal time whereas the CAH condition appears predominantly after 1200 hr. The sidereal time distributions of the CBH and CAH conditions are, therefore, judged to b e independent of local time.
Dispersion
For the purpose of studying the temporal variations of the dispersion effects, scintillations which fall into the classifications NC-TL/U and CS-TL/U have been lumped together as have those which fall into the classifications NC-TH/U and CS-TH/U, That is, the scintillations have not been separated according to the extent of their curvature in the time-frequency domain but rather according to the direction of their general slope across this domain.
Figures lla and lIb show the local time and sidereal time variations of those scintillations which have no dispersion (N). Figures llc and lId show these variations for scintillations whose dispersion is such that they lean towards the lower frequencies as time proceeds (NC-TL/U and CS-TL/U), while figures lIe and llf are the temporal variations for scintillations whose dispersion is such that they lean towards the higher frequencies as time proceeds (NC-T H/U and CS-T H/U), The sidereal time variations show best the complementary nature of the scintillations which possess considerable dispersion and those which do not. Scintillations frequently have considerable dispersion before 0900 hr sidereal time and little between this time and 1600 hI' when observations cease. The complementary nature of the occurrence of scintillations with and without dispersion is also evident, though less so, in the local time variations. Dispersion occurs more frequently after 0200 hr than before. To sum up, it appears that the mechanism giving rise to dispersion occurs more frequently for sidereal times earlier than 0900 hI' and local times later than 0200 hr.
Scintillations at Low Frequencies
For a large part of the available observing time the MUFE was sufficiently high as to preclude the possibility of observing scintillations whose maximum frequency is less than 20 Mc/s. The occurrence figures quoted hitherto are thus largely dependent on scintillations which appeal' in the higher octaves. It is of interest, therefore, to examine the statistics of those scintillations which are observed in the lower octaves. Figure 12 is a graphic illustration of the effect the MUFE has on the ability to see low-frequency scintillations. A value of the MUFE for each hour was obtained from the records and these data were used to construct figure 12a. This is a series of histograms for each month in which the number of hour observing periods is plotted against the MUFE values. The change of MUFE throughout the seasons is obvious. Figure 12b is a histogram of the occurrence of low-frequency scintillations versus the month of the year. It is quite striking that the low-frequency scintillations occur during January, February, March, and April for which months the MUFE is often in the vicinity of 13 Mc/s. However, the MUFE is as low as 13 Mc/s on quite a few occasions also during the months of Novemb er and December, yet no low-frequency scintillations were observed. This suggests that while a low MUFE is a necessary condition for the observation of scintillations in the lower octaves it is not a sufficient condition.
Since the MUFE limits the times when scintillations at low frequencies are observed, only those half-hour observing periods in which the MUFE 
Hi stograms (a), (c), and (e) represent the local lime variations of the percentage occurrence of scintillations which are classified as N, CBn and CAn.
Histograms 
. This is a local time veTSUS sidereal time plot of the half-hour obseTving periods (full lines) in which scintillati ons classifi ed as CBn were observed.
The broken lines en close the region in whieh observations were made. fig. 13b) is not unlike that for all half-hour observing periods ( fig. 6b ) . Thus it might be expected that the sidereal time distribution of the percentage occurrence of low-frequency scintillations ( fig. 13d ) would be similar to that for all scintillations ( fig. 6d) . However, this is not the case. The low-frequency scintillation distribution increases rapidly from zero at 0730 hI' to a broad maA'imum at 1600 hI', whereas the all scintillation di stribution increases slowly from 40 percent at 0500 hI' and again decreases very slowly to 60 p er cent at 1700 hr. Consequently, it appears t hat the low-frequency scintillations occur preferentially b etween 0730 hI' and 1600 hI' sider eal time.
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Broadband Scintillations and Magnetic Activity
~~ Several workers ll ave recognized f\, connection b etween magneti c activity and radio-tar scintillations. At low geomagnetic latit udes the in cidence of scintillaLions is decreased by increasin g mag netic activity [Koster and Wri gh t, 1960] while the r everse is true for higher latitudes [Dagg, 1957] . For all latitudes the scintillation rate increases with ma gnetic activity [e.g ., Booker, 1958] .
Broadband Scintillation Occurrence and Magnetic Activity
In the present investigation a connection between the incidence of scintillations and m agnetic activity was sought by correlating the daily percentage occurrence with the magnetic index A v. During the twelve-month period investigated, only in the months of April, : May, June, October, November, and December 1962 and January and February 1963 was there sufficient observing time during each 24 hI' to warrant the calculation of a percentage OCCUlTence figure . The correlation coefficients for each of these months together with their 1 and 10 percent significance levels are listed in table 3. It can be seen that the correlation is sometimes positive and sometimes negative, and the coefficients are always below the 10 percent level of significance. Thus no firm association exists between the occmrence of broadband scintilla tions obscrvcd at Boulder and magnetic activity. 
- When scaling the 12 months spectrograph records being discussed here, each half-hour observing period was labeled according to the quasi-period of any group of scintillations occurring in it. The observing periods were termed fast, slow or very slow according to whether the quasi-period was less than 2 min, between 2 and 10 min or greater than 10 min. 
three classes against the magnetic index K p. The result is shown in table 4. The numbers in brackets in the various cells of this table represent the number of events expected on the basis of a random distribution. It will be noted that as Kp increases the ratio of the observed to the expected number of events increases for the fast scintillations but decreases for the slow scintillations. This suggests that the quasiperiod is not randomly distributed with regard to magnetic activity but rather the quasi-period decreases with increasing magnetic activity. A chi-square test on the data of table 2 shows that the probability that the observed distribution is a random one is less th an 1 in 1000.
Broadband Scintillations and Ionospheric Conditions
It has long been realized that r adio-star scintillations and the ionospheric phenomenon oJ spread-F [Singleton, 1957] are r elated and probably have a common origin [Ryle and Hewish, 1950; Little and Maxwell, 1951] . Consequently, associations were sought b etween broadband scintillations and various properties of the ionosphere. Figure 14 shows the track of the line of sight from Boulder to Cassiopeia A across the 200 , 400, and 600 km levels. Each of the tracks has been divided into 2-h1" intervals of sidereal tim e. The figure also shows the position s of the available bottomsid e ionosondes. Keeping in mind Lhat the majority of scintillation observations wer e made in the period 0500 to 1700 hI' sidereal time, it is obvious that of the ionosondes available, the one at Winnipeg is the most likely to give information which is r epresentative of the section of the ionosphere through which the Cassiopeia A emissions pass. This is particularly true if attention is limited to the period 1400 to 1700 hI' sidereal t ime. The track through the 200 km level has its closest approach to Winnipeg at 1300 hI', the distance then being 1300 kIn. At 400 km the closest approach is at 1430 hI', the distance being 800 km, and at 600 kIn the closest approach is at 1600 ill, the distance being 400 km .
Scintillations and Absorption
During the scaling of the broadband scintillation data, note was kept of the strength of the scintillations. Each half-hour period in which scintillations were observed was classified according to whether the scintillations were very weak, weak, or strong. These indications for the period 1400 to 1700 hI' sidereal time were compared with t he incidence of ionospheric blackout as observed at Winnipeg. Reference has already been made to the known association between scintillations and spread-F. To demonstrate this association for the present data, the presence or absence of scintillations durin g each half-hour observing period during the interval of sidereal time 1400 to 1700 hI' was compared with the presence or absence of spread-F at Winnipeg at the same time. The result of this comparison is the contingen cy table of table 6. The figures in bracket" in the vari ous cells of this table represent the number of events expected on the basis of a random distribution. The t endency for scintillations and spread-F to be present or absent at the same time will be noted. A chi-square test , based on t able 6, shows that the probability that the observed di stribution of events in the t able is random is less than 1 to 1000. It is also instructive to examine the possibility that the severity of the scintillations is related to the severity of the accompanying spread-F. In this comparison the strength of the scintillations was taken as a measure of its severity, whereas the frequency extent (oj) of the spread-F configuration [Singleton, 1962] was used as a measure of its severity. The contingency table resulting from this comparison is shown in table 7. Again the numbers in brackets are the numbers of events expected in the various cells on the basis of a purely random distribution. It will be noted that nowhere is the observed number of events significantly different from. the number expected on the basis of a random distribution. Indeed, a chi-square test on this table shows that the probability that the observed distribution is a random one is better than 0.99. It would appear, therefore, that there is little or no association between the severity of scintillations and the associated spread-F. 
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Warwick [1964] has suggested that the ch angeo\TBl' in the fringe pattern of scintilla tions of th e CEIl and CA H types is the result of the fo cusing action of the ionospheric lenses which, he suggests, are r esponsible for the broadballd scintillations. The association between the occurrence of spread-F and scintillations suggests that these lenses may be the same ionospheric irregularities as give rise to the spread-F echoes.
The focal length of a lens-type irregularity depends amongst other things, on its incremental electro~ density oN. Since the electron density N is proporional to the square of the plasma frequency j a, oN IS proportional to j~oj~. The changeover or focusing frequency (j",) of CEn and CAH scintillation typei=' occurs when the range to the lens equals its focal length [Warwick, 1964] . Therefore, it might be expected that j m would depend on j oojo. This possibility has been investigated for CEn and CAH scintillations which occur in the sidereal time interval of 1400 to 1700 hr. The j a and ojo values used were those for the peak of the F-layer at Winnipeg, i.e., j o was taken as the critical frequency of the F-layer and ojo as the spread in critical frequency associated with the accompanying spread-F configuration. Figure 15 is the scatter diagram which results when log j m is plotted against log (Jaoja). This scatter has a correlation coefficient of 0.48 which is significan t at the 1 percent level (0.42). The line of best fit to the scatter is 'I'h e line wh ic h best fi ts the scatter is a lso s ho wn .
This s uggests t hat ./,! is proportional to .1011./0, the constan t of propor tionali ty being in the vicini ty of 1. 2 X 10 3 . Thus broadba nd scin t illations, b esides occurring at th e same t ime as spread-F, ar e r elated in a simple way, t hro ugh t heir focusing Ireq uency, to the par am eters of the spread-F co nfig uration.
Conclusions
The main conclusion to b e drawn fr om this statistical investigation of 12 months obser vations of the scin tillations of Cassiopeia A made with t he B oulder spectrointerferometer are as follows.
(1) The scin tillations observed are broadband centered anywh'3r e in t he frequency r ange of 7.6 to 41 M c/s. Bandwidths of 2:1 are common . H owever , b andwidths as high as 4: 1 ar e en counter ed very r ar ely.
(2) The occurrence pattern of t he scin tillations, while varying little wit h season, is m arkedly dependen t on local and sidereal time. The local time varia tion has a broad maximum cen tered on 0100 , while t he sidereal t ime variation peaks so me 2 to 3 hr on either side of a minimum at the t ime of lowor culmination.
(3) Besides in vol ving cllanges in sign al stre ngt h some scin tillations are associated wit h changes in t he apparen t p osition of t he so urce . There are t wo m ain position s hif t config urations which ar e mirror im ages of each ot her . Each of t hese co nfig urations implies an ini tisl sudden shif t in the apparent positio n of the source followed by a gr adual recovery to and overshoot of t he original source position and a final sudden shift b ack to t he undisturbed position of t he sourcc. The sense of the initial shif t, reco \'ery, etc., r everses fl,S frequency is increased , t here being an intermediate frequency at which t her e is apparently no position shift . Scintillations associated with p osition s bif ts while OCCUlTing wit h equal likelihood at any l ocal time h ave a n occ urrence pattern which is markedly depende nt on sidereal t ime. The CBH type occurs mainly befor e 1200 hI'sidereal t ime, while t he CAn type occurs mainly a fter this time.
(4) Most scintillations are free f rom dispersion. H owever , for s ome scintillations t he low fre quencies are delayed r elative to t he high , while for others t he r everse is the case. Dispersion occurs for sider eal times earlier than 0900 hI' and local times l a ter than 0200 hr.
(5) The occurrence of scin till ations does not correlate wit h m agnetic activity. H owever, the quasi-period of gro~ps of. s.cint!llations is found to decrease as magnetIC actIVIty lllcr eases.
(6) The occurrence of scintillations correlates positively with t he occurrence of spread-F as obsened on a n earby ionosonde. The severity of t he scintillatio ns, h owever , does not seem to be related to t h e severity of th e associated spread-F . The focusing frequency of t he scin tillations which exhibit posi tion shif ts is found to be related in a simple way to th e p ar a meters of the associate d spread-F coniigUl'ation.
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Par t II of this series will co nsider t he exten t to which t hese obser vations can be explained by t he refracti \Te proper ties of the ionospheric irregularities which ar e believed to gi ve rise to the broadb and scintillations.
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